Commune Election Appeal
Dear Friends and Supporters,

2012: The year we end oppression in Cambodia
The Commune Election is an important event for the Cambodian people. This is the time for which the Cambodian
people can elect into their local offices; people of good characters. The SRP will file candidates into 1621 communes
out of 1633.
Why is the commune election important? It is important for this is where the root causes of oppression on the
Cambodian people began. It is here that the CPP stopped Cambodian people from getting documents to register to vote.
It is here that the CPP hand out voter registration to illegal immigrant.
Help SRP end oppression, promote justice and uphold dignity for the Cambodian People. It is easy, fun and makes a
real different to the Cambodian people who live under oppression on a daily basis.
Invite your friends, family, colleagues, classmate to help make a difference by supporting the SRP to raise fund for the
commune election.
No matter how much you choose to fund raise with us, you have the power to change lives in Cambodia.
I see a future for my children since the SRP came into our commune. I pledge as long as
I live I shall give the best for my children’ - Chann Seuor – a local villager.
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Sam Rainsy Party takes this opportunity to thank its supporters for all their support and appeal for all to continue the
support, especially in this crucial time for our party and our nation.
This upcoming election we need your help to make a difference:





$5 could provide printing paper for our commune leadesr to spread the SRP message and policies.
$25 could provide 10 SRP commune leaders lunch for 5 days as the campaign for changes
$100 could provides petrol for 40 SRP commune leaders to campaign for 30 days for changes
$300 could help the SRP to win one commune election and free the Cambodian people from the CPP
oppression.
Donation can be made through Cheque/Money Order or deposit directly into account below:
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Account Name: Sam Rainsy Party ANZ
Account Number:063171 10618237
For more information, please contact:
Men Vanna 0417 062 938 email: srp.anz@gmail.com or vannamen@bigpond.net.au

Thank you for your support.
Men Vanna
SRP Australia and New Zealand
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